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EDITORIAL

Action, action, action

Doctors always say it, action, action, action. Especially when you get a 
little older. I do not worry about it, because fortunately, this does not 
concern me, but Zangersheide. Action? That has always been alright for 
Zangersheide, a youngster in its twenties which has been in action all its 
life. The doctors are right: sitting still means losing ground and this is 
precisely the power of  Zangersheide: we are going forwards every day. 
Also in our minds.

If you cling to tradition and absolute order, you do not get any further than 
a predictive belief in a rusty framework. It is a distinguishable characteristic 
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of many studbooks, which unfortunately do not even realise it themselves. Rest rusts, action is the 
message. Literal forwards action but especially action in the mind. Trying out and innovating. And 
daring to make a leap of faith, that is the basis of new insights and that is what the breeders want to 
see. They will not be led by the hand, but prefer freedom of thought and independent action. That is 
the trend of breeding in the 21st century and this is refl ected by Zangersheide.

Science and passion
Breeding is and will always be passion and intuition and Zangersheide has added an extra dimension 
to these: exact science. In the evolution of the showjumping horse knowledge and the application 
of science are a relatively new aspects of breeding. At best, this is looked at with Argus’ eyes at fi rst, 
often with great scepticism. Rusted brain cells are unlikely to display action. When you stand still, 
you can not look ahead. Today we dare to argue that our scientifi c approach of breeding has resulted 
into a new and better showjumping horse. Until this very day Zangersheide invests in fundamental 
scientifi c research to improve breeding. Also right now, while you are reading this. The object is 
always the same; to breed a better, if not the best possible showjumping horse. That is currently the 
only tip of the veil we are willing to lift. As always, we will share the fi ndings of our research with 
the breeders. The introduction of science does not take away anything from passion, it is only an 
addition. We did not stop speaking, after all, when writing was discovered. 

Young legs in action
Zangersheide is a studbook in action and in order to stay active, you need young legs. That is why we 
are rejuvenating our studbook and only attracted ‘young legs’. And boy, they are active! 

So far, the internationalisation of Zangersheide was mainly conducted from Lanaken. Thanks to 
new communication technologies, today it only needs a click to register your foal, from wherever 
in the world. That, too, seems a logical step in a united Europe and a globalised world. Still, it 
is often a battle against rust. Fortunately, young legs are not discouraged by this. If we can not 
arrange something from Lanaken, we will organise it on location. Until this very day Z-France is 
discriminated, fortunately not by the French breeders who received us with open arms in Deauville. 
Our fi rst stallion selection outside Lanaken was a blessing for free thinking French breeders who 
want to throw off the yoke of the state studfarms. Our Z-stallions were received with spontaneous 
applause. This warm welcome from the French breeders has motivated us to shift our borders, to take 
action and to go on tour. France was the fi rst lap of a long walk, the fi rst stage of a journey around 
the world. Zangersheide is in action, it dares to make a leap and in the long run every breeder will 
profi t from this.




